Carole Irving – Acrylic Flowers – 8 May 2017
Carole had brought with her two half-finished paintings; one of flowers, which
were daubed very thickly and the other a field scene with the moon. The field
scene night sky had been painted and then covered with cling-film to create a
texture.

She asked the members which style they would like her to paint and the
flowers were unanimously chosen. She then produced two blank canvasses;
which she buys from ‘The Works’, and asked for volunteers to come up to
paint; Carole would paint one canvas and the volunteer would copy her
technique on the other.
Carole covered the canvas with white and a touch of yellow, then with Prussian
blue with a touch of white. Joyance as the first volunteer copied her.

Purple was then applied and mixed/blended with a cloth, and a lot of water.

Liana then stepped up and with a palette knife, yellow and purple scraped
upwards from the bottom of the canvas and more prussian blue was added;
red was added over the yellow. Stems were then put in by scraping the paint
upwards with a wooden kebab skewer. Poppies were also begun with a palette
knife using purple, pink and white and they marked spots for comb flowers put
up high as they are tall.

Stems were put in using green with the edge of the palette knife.
Di then stepped up. Prussian blue, lemon yellow scraped up from the bottom
with broad upward strokes to give a hit & miss effect. Stems were flicked
upwards with the tip of the palette knife and more upward strokes of lemon
yellow and prussian blue to create green at the bottom. Colours are not mixed
completely to create streaks in the colour.

A different palette knife was then used; broad and with a rounded end with
red and white, not mixed, being applied. This is for the back of the poppy, the
paint moved up and round

The front of the poppy was added using a paler shade, i.e. more white in the
mix.

The comb flowers were highlighted with white on the sunny side and darkened
on the shaded side using a finger.

Petals were added with a brush; darker on the shaded side and lighter on the
sunny side.

Daisies were added, yellow applied with the finger for the centre and white
petals applied with a brush. Pale blue was used on the shaded side and dark
purply magenta applied also on the shaded side of the centre.

Black was then used for the centre of the poppies, detail being added, again
using the kebab skewers.

Light green was added from the bottom for some more grass and foliage, paint
pushed into the places where it is required to go; sometimes lighter is put over
darker, and sometimes the other way round.

More stems were added with the skewer, not worrying if the stem went over
the other flowers. More dark green, red and yellow was added at the bottom
to create variety.

Carole with her painting

And the volunteers, L-R, Joyance, Di and Liana with theirs.

Carole says she will finish hers back at her studio and send us a picture.
A thoroughly enjoyable and different evening which certainly gave everybody
something to think about, especially the volunteers.
Jon Wright
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